best news photo
As I went through the entries I was getting dismayed with the lack of “news” photos. There were many great “feature” photos. But then as I saw the last
several photos I was delighted to see some great “news” photos. The Equity deserves Honourable Mention for its excellent Microburst photo.
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ERNEST WEBB
the Nation

This photo of a “news” event is excellently composed. It makes one
feel like they are right there at the march. My only criticism is that
there is no cut-line or news story to explain it.

ANDREA CRANFIELD
The Equity
Excellent “news” photo. Positioning on the page and news
treatment is top notch!
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ALL GONE IN
MINUTES
Andrea Cranfield, THE EQUITY

Firefighters arrived to a fully
engulfed barn fire in Bristol
April 23. They stayed on site
for 12 hours. An unknown
number of animals were lost
in the blaze

$2.50

ANDREA CRANFIELD
Equity Editor
BRISTOL April 23, 2013
A fire destroyed several
attached barns at a farm
located along Hwy. 148 in
Free in Iyiyuu schii
Bristol on April 23.
Serving Iyiyuuschii since 1993
05
The cause is undeterCanada Post Publica tion No. 400150
mined but criminal activity
is not suspected, said Bristol
Fire Chief Kevin Kluke.
Firefighters from the
Bristol, Shawville/Clarendon
and Pontiac fire departments
arrived at the scene at about
11 a.m. and some firefighters didn't leave until about
11 p.m., said Kluke.
“It was a total loss,” he
said referring to the barns
that were destroyed. The
house on the property was
not damaged by the fire.
Some cows died in the
fire, but Kluke is not sure
how many animals were
hurt or perished.
“I believe there were some
(animals in the barn), it’s
undetermined how many.
Until (the owner) was able to
get them all rounded up and
count them, it was undetermined how many actually
got out and how many didn’t,” said Kluke a couple of
days after the fire.
There were both beef and
dairy cows in the barn at the
time of the fire.
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DANIEL ROWE
The Eastern Door
This photo convenes the emotion of the event and the personal meaning to the
subject. My only criticism is that with any great photo it should be given more
prominence on the page. Make it larger and use it to draw the readers into the story!

Honourable Mention:
CORY WILSON, The Equity

Judge: Ken Johnston, Managing Editor, Rainy River Record, Rainy River, ON • Number of entries in the Best News Photo category: 18
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